Now, you can stop your tractor without the slightest interruption to continuous operation of your PTO-driven implements. Instead, when you push the lever of your Sherman Live Power-Take-Off Clutch, full engine power is instantly applied to just the PTO implement.

When your machine starts to choke up you simply push the PTO clutch lever—the tractor stops but the PTO driven implement goes right on working with full power. When it clears itself you let up on the clutch lever and move on again. Combines, Forage Harvesters, Corn Pickers, Manure Spreaders, Mowers, in fact every PTO driven implement you own, or plan to own, will do more and better work for you when you have Sherman Live PTO action in your tractor.

The same action that gives you Live PTO also gives you continuous hydraulic pump action in tractor models previous to the NAA. You'll be able to stop your tractor, raise or lower any 3 point attached implement, and move right on without shifting gears.

**SPECIFICATIONS**

- Left side mounting of lever for easy operation from tractor seat
- Mechanically operated, self-energizing, wet type clutch
- 12,000 lbs. dynamic torque capacity at 150 to 250 rpm
- Use of ball and ramp release mechanism assures smooth engagement and disengagement at all times.

For Bonus Performance Use the Sherman Combination Transmission

For top performance with every implement, PTO or not, use the Sherman Combination Transmission, too. It provides 12 forward, 3 reverse and 3 PTO speeds—a gear for every implement and power need. The combination of Sherman Live PTO Clutch and Sherman Transmission gives extra economy, safety and flexibility to meet constantly changing conditions of soil, crops, seasons, tools and other factors affecting operation in the field.

The Right Combination of Power and Speed for Every Implement on Every Job

www.ntractorclub.com